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Nouns – countable and uncountable – ANSWERS  
We can use countable nouns for things we can count. They can be singular or plural. We 

can use uncountable nouns for things we can't count. 
 
 

 

 

1. True or false?  

Read and circle true or false for these sentences.  

 

a. They’re having a picnic.  true false 

b. There aren’t any are some sandwiches. true false 

c. There are some aren’t any oranges. true false 

d. There’s some cheese. true false 

e. It’s raining sunny. true false 

 
 

 

 

2. Where does it go?  

Write these words in the correct group.  

picnic grass cakes ice cream water sandwiches 

apples juice cheese bananas rain oranges 
 

countable nouns uncountable nouns 

picnic 
cakes 

sandwiches 

apples 

bananas 

oranges 

grass 

ice cream 

water 

juice 

cheese 

rain 

We’re having a picnic! We’re sitting on some grass in a park. There are some 
cakes, sandwiches, apples and bananas. We haven’t got any oranges or ice 
cream, but we’ve got some water, juice and cheese. It’s sunny and there 
isn’t any rain. Picnics are great! 
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3. Choose the answer!  

Read the sentence. Circle the correct answer.  

a. I’ve got                                       water in my bag.     a / some / any 

b. There are                                       bananas on the table.     some / any / a 

c.                                       there any chocolate in the fridge?     Do / Are / Is 

d. He hasn’t got                                       time.     a / any / some 

e. I need                                       green paper.     some / a / any 

f. There                                       any grapes left.     don’t / isn’t / aren’t 

g. There isn’t                                       rice in the cupboard.     some / any / a 

h. Have you got                                       new toy?     a / some / any 

 
 

 

 

4. Write and draw!  

Children draw a picture of a picnic and write about it like in exercise 1.  
 


